
How service design became 
relevant in the Finnish public 
sector?
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I’m sometimes referred to as service designer…



In 2011 I became involved in a service design project (unknowingly)

Facts -> Ethnography -> Co-Creation -> Pilot 



“But… There is nothing new in 
service design. All good 
organizations have always 
worked in this way.” 

Fad Game changer

“This just opened my eyes 
and everything clicked. This is 
a new way of working. My 
passion.” 



What is it that we offer for the market? 

Moritz (2005)



Service design is a form of conceptual 
design which involves the activity of 
planning and organizing people, 
infrastructure, communication and material 
components of a service in order to improve 
its quality and the interaction between 
service provider and customers. 
(Wikipedia)

People – Infrastructure – Communication – 
Material objects

Marcel Munch. Flickr.com

Object of design work has much more aspects in service 
design

Service Design is the design of the 
overall experience of a service as 
well as the design of the process 
and strategy to provide that service. 
(Moritz, 2005) 

Experience – Ways of providing 
experience





Companies and projects during the past year

Deloitte took service design into their portfolio in Finland – I’ve 
been working with them on the few first projects.

Demos Helsinki is a think tank and I’ve helped them in building 
a new service concept for social housing company.

Skog Helsinki is a new creative insight agency and I’ve helped 
them in getting few of their first projects and working on them.

JPY is the association for the professional soccer players in 
Finland. I’ve organized workshops and helped them build their 
strategy for the next three years.

Design for Government is a course organized by Aalto 
University. I’ve been part of staff coaching the multi-
disciplinary student teams in the course.

Laurea University of Applied Sciences has a Master’s program 
in Service Innovation and Design and I’ve been teaching two 
courses: Methods of Service Design & Deep Customer 
Insights.

Insight Design

Ethnography

Quantitative research

Psychology

Visual design
UX
Interior design
Business design

Storytelling
Market research

Semiotics



Trajectories leading 
towards service design



Tradition: Scandinavian participatory design 1970’s-80’s  

•  Multi-disciplinary approach of 
social scientists, computer 
professionals etc. 

•  Emancipation and democracy of 
the workers as goals

•  Systemic approach to working life 
and workplace democracy 

•  Mutual learning between 
designers and users as a core 
principle 

•  Design of information systems 
and ways of working



Software trajectory

•  PC and commercialization of software 
spread it’s use wider from the community 
of hobbyists -> more focus on users

•  UI -> UX -> service designer (interaction 
design) 

Industrial design trajectory

•  Industrial production changed and role of 
services increased. Products became 
clearly parts of wider contexts. 

•  Industrial / product -> service designer 
(graphic, interior architect)

More holistic approach of 
service design	



Spreading of service design in Finland is a recent phenomenon
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Helsinki Lab and 
Design Director of 
the municipality 



Spreading through stories, education and toolboxes



What has made the movement behind service design possible?

•  Service economy: 70% of Finnish workforce in service industries 
and more focus on the development in these industries

•  Global competition in the sphere of digital services – more focus on 
the planning of user experiences with increase of digital and self-
services

•  Public sector is looking for major improvements in productivity – 
innovations and experimentation play a role, and more work has 
been outsourced to consultancies (for example valtion 
tuottavuusohjelma)

•  Fluidity of the job market: people have multiple professions in their 
career path



What are potential futures?

•  Evolving field: it is possible to affect the future and become an 
important contributor

•  Fad: service design might be gone as a term in 10 years, but most 
likely many ways of thinking and doing will continue to exist

•  Stabilization: Becoming a household department / practice in 
companies and public sector

•  Service designer as a job title may divide into more clearly defined 
roles


